CONSULTING AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 2020-21
MEMBERSHIP IN THE SUNY COIL NETWORK
Please see our membership flyer for more information
Fee: $500 annually (July 1 – June 30)
Note: Pricing below is for SUNY COIL Global Network Members

COIL PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR FACULTY AND STAFF
Online Options:
Scheduled workshops
See attached flyer for workshop descriptions and dates for 2020-21. Each workshop is 3 weeks long,
conducted asynchronously, with one optional synchronous meeting per week.
Fee: $350 non-member, $250 member per 3 week workshop
Custom workshop options
(1) Custom Dates
We can offer one of our regular workshops for just your group on dates of your choosing. Maximum
number of participants = 30.
Fee: $4000 for up to 18 people, additional participants $250 per person
(2) Bespoke workshops
The SUNY COIL Center can create workshops designed just for your institution or group focusing on any
aspect of COIL, including Introduction to COIL methodology, Collaboration design and implementation,
Administrator training, Improving COIL collaborations, Assessment and Evaluation, and Scaling COIL.
Workshop delivery and length can range from a half day synchronous workshop to a three-week
asynchronous workshop. Please contact us to discuss your needs.
Fee: Dependent on workshop scope, length and number of participants. Average range: $3500$10,000.
In-person or Online Options:
Half day introduction to COIL workshop for 6-20 people. If in-person, a one hour COIL
information/overview presentation for a general audience will also be provided if desired.
Fee: $3750 + travel costs if in-person and overnight is required
2.5 day COIL design workshop for 6-16 people
Fee: $8500 + travel costs if in-person and overnight is required

Mentored Practice Online
Additional time with experienced faculty and instructional design mentors, available to each team for
up to 12 hours of mentoring before, during or after a COIL collaboration. This could be used to plan an
additional COIL course, refine or redesign elements of the planned course, and/or to support the
running of the course. This additional mentoring can offer support for group dynamics, developing
intercultural competence, classroom management, communications issues, reflection, etc.
Fee: $2000 per team of 4-6 faculty

COIL COLLABORATION REVIEWS Online
●
●
●
●
●

Observation of COIL collaboration activities
Discussion with COIL teaching faculty and supporting staff (if applicable)
Discussion with students, if desired
Review of syllabi, activities, communications tools
Written report and recommendations

Fee: $1000

COIL STRATEGIC PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Identifying a COIL implementation team from appropriate areas of the institution
Readiness and needs assessment
Asset mapping
Alignment and articulation of COIL benefits to the Institution’s Strategic Plan
Faculty outreach planning
Support for development of timeline, milestones and written plan
Quarterly check-in and support meetings

COIL Strategic Planning is generally a yearlong engagement, beginning with identifying an appropriate
COIL team at the institution. This team meets regularly over the course of 3 months to develop the
plan for introducing and scaling COIL at the institution with support from the SUNY COIL Center.
Milestones and a timeline are identified. Implementation support is provided through 90 minute online
quarterly check in and support meetings. Involvement of 1-2 COIL Center staff for approximately 70
hours total. Generally includes one or two days spent on campus.
Online and/or in-person (additional charge for cost of travel if overnight is required)
Fee: Typically $20,000 – 50,000 dependent on scope of the engagement

CUSTOM CONSULTING
A member of the SUNY COIL Center staff will work with your institution to discuss your needs, support
your planning and implementation, or advise you on any aspect of COIL work.
Typical Fee: $220/hour or $1000/day

ABOUT THE SUNY COIL CENTER
Vision
We envision a world free from implicit bias, where people engage across differences to fully connect
with others. We believe that an educational environment that fosters shared values, mutual
understanding, and critical digital literacy, and which promotes interaction across boundaries to
develop leadership, collaborative problem solving and contextualized decision making, will make this
vision a reality.
Mission
To cultivate an engaged educational environment by providing the resources, support, and professional
network to enable educators and institutions to incorporate virtual engagement opportunities for all
students and faculty. We do this by:
●

Simplifying the process of integrating collaborative online learning into educational practices

●

Empowering the professional community of practice dedicated to thoughtful and quality growth
of the field

●

Inspiring and supporting educators to offer engaging and globally relevant educational experiences

●

Developing materials and resources for independent professional development

●

Making meaningful connections between people, cultures, and ideas

Background
SUNY COIL Center activities align directly with the mission of the State University of New York (SUNY),
which is “to provide the people of New York educational services of the highest quality, with the
broadest possible access, fully representative of all segments of the population…” In meeting the
mandate of its mission, SUNY seeks to ensure that all students have access to educational opportunities
that allow them to engage with other people and perspectives; develop greater understanding of
differences; and build important 21st century skills, such as teamwork, self-motivation and reflective
communication. COIL methodology was developed to bring these opportunities into the classroom by
connecting students and professors with their peers in other countries for collaborative online work,
thereby ensuring that all students have equitable access to global learning. The COIL Center was
established in 2004 as part of SUNY’s Office of Global Affairs.

